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1. Introduction.

DETERMINATION OF CRYSTALLITE DIMENSIONS USING

SYNCHROTRON RADIATION X-RAY DIFFRACTION PHDTOGRAPHS

Z. H, Kaiman and I. T. Steinberger

Racah Institute of Physics
The Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel

S. 5. Hasnain

Deutsches Elektronen-Synchrotron DESY, Hamburg

Synchrotron radiation. /'•ans pattewas givs valuabie infwnation on Ine eines

and shapef' of gr-ains in a polyarystalli-ne malerial s'oan if these az>e toa swiäll

for> Synchrotron topography. A aaleulatian, based on kinemati? ihsoi'-y, is

presentßd foz> the radial anä laieral. kpc.ad&ning of the diffrac-tion opcts oblained

with tihite radiation, Tke mosi conspiauous broadening i s to bß expectsd üihen

the dimensions of the refleating planes are smatl. and not, iheip mmber; this is

al vai"ia'ice with the cortditions leading to broadening cbaerveä üith Gönneniicnal

monochrome*i,ie metkods. Quantitative assessxaent of i'ha erystal dimensions is

poseibls if auxiliarij speatral Information is oltained by usi»/j selentival-y

dbsop'bing filteys. The theory Mac appli'ffd to the analysis of Laue phoLoyraphs

of xenon and krypton wyKtal-litea aond&ns&ä o/i a aoolad ~teryl'liun; Substrate,

Grystal d-ünsnsions down to ü jeü nar.cmsisys coui-d i>% cißiß'fmined. ^ka rr>Gthod

is, in p'fimiiplej applicable to the dstßKnination of the gx-ain size anä shapß

distribution of fine grained polycrystalline sa">i?l(*s of any tnaterial. Changes

during crystallisation and recrvstaliisation ean be easily fotloKßd by virtue

of the simple ßxperünental s&t-ap and s hört expozure i •?"•?? er involvi-d.

The Standard methods for determining grain size and grain size

distribution are based on powder line broadening and line profile

analysis respectively (Warren and Averbach 1950). The maasured

intensities are always due to reflections from a large nurnber of

crystallites in different orientations; furthermore the diffraction

broadening depends in these cases only on the linear dimension of

the crystallites in the direction perpendicular to the reflecting

plane, which may result in ambiguous Interpretation if certain

crystal habits are present. In addition the problem of experimental

determination of the line profile tails presents well known

äifficulties.

It will be shown that sorr.e of these difficulties can be solved

by employing Synchrotron radiation for powder photography: With this

method the sample is kept stationary and the number of irradiated

crystallites may - or rathcr should - be quite saall. Most of the

crystallites will reflect (many will give more than one reflection

Spot) due to the continuous spectrum of the primary radiation. The

high intensity ensures small exposure times. The resulting photograph

is essentially a collcction of single crystal photographs, and if the

cross section of the primary beam is sufficiently small, the Spots

are well resolved. The diffraction taroadening of each Spot is due to

the shape of one single crystallite. If the sample contains larger

crystallites, the shape of the spot and its fine structure is indicative

of crystal shape andof structure imperfections. The central conclusion

of this paper is the observation that with well-collimated white

primary radiation geornetric diffraction broadening is determined by

the dimensions of the reflecting planes and not by their number, i.e.
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by the two cyrstallite dimensions not affecting diffraction

broadening of monochromat ic radiation. If the respective wavelenr]th ränge

is known, the thickness of the platelets can be calculated fron the

broadening. However, the broadening prevents the observation of

Synchrotron radiation Laue topographs of thin crystal platelets at

certain orientations.

The essentials of this argument can be readily understood by

means of the Ewald constructions of Fig. 1. In the upper part of the

figure the 410 reciprocal point is elongated due to the fact that

the number of reflecting planes is small. In this case the extreme

reflected rays (S-1 and S', cf wavelengths Xj and A' respectively)

will be exactly parallel and no broadening is expected with a

stationary crystal and exactly parallel incident beam. The only

influence of the number of reflecting planes will be on the spectral

spread of the reflected ray; the fewer planes, the wider the

spectral ränge of the reflected radiation. The lower part of the

figure represents the case when the reflecting planes 410 are

narrow: here the angle between the extreme rays S, and S,, (of

wavelengths X, and X_ respectively) wil increase äs the reflecting

planes become narrower. Each intermediate reflected ray will

correspond to another wavelength, thus the narrowness of the plane

causes diffraction broadening with a spectral dispersion of the

reflected rays in planes containing the incident beam.

On a photographic plate perpendicular to the incident beam

radial streaks will appear.

Both the theory of this effect and its experimental observation

will be presented below.
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The diffracted intensity of a {small) crystallite is essentially

2proportional to the lattice function

2
, ? , sir
G

IG]
T sin N.L-a.2 _ 3 i !

11 2
i=l sin L*a.

— —i

where the diffraction vector L is defined äs

(D

(2)

(Laue 1960) .

§-0 and -i are unit vectors in the direction of the primary and

reflected beam respectively, 3^(1=1,2,3) are the elementary lattice

translations of the crystallite.

N, is the number of elementary cells in the direction of a..

k is the reciprocal wavelength.

We assume a polychromatic and perfectly parallel primary beam in

the direction S^_ impinging on a crystallographic plane (HOO) of an

arbitrarily chosen crystallite at a glancing angle <f. 1t is assumed

that the primary spectrum contains the wavelength'X= which* k+
fullfills the Bragg condition for <J> and the d value corresponding to

the plane H. For simplicity assume an orthorhombic crystallite and

a reflection of the type HOO. Also assume that the edges of the

crystal are parallel to the edges of the unit oell, andj\of lengths

A, A- and A, such that A.=N.a.

A Cartesian coordinate System i i k is chosen in such a way that

i=Sn and the normal to the reflecting plane lies in the !_,_ j_ plane.

Furthermore we assume the crystallite to be oriented so that a_ is

parallel to k. Thus we have
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a_1= a, (-

a2= s

a..- 3-,'k

S_ will be approximately in the direction of the specular reflexion:

— 5-

= cos(2$+n) 'i+sin(24>+ri) ' (4)

n and E being srnall angles.

The wavelengths involved in the reflexion are close to \

Consider a wavenumber k>+lc • with K«k , Neglecting higher powers of

the srnall quantities we have from (2) and (4)

2
L={ [-2 (k +K) sin $-r|k sin2$]!_+[ (kA+K) sin2$+nk,

L-a =ir-a, [2 (k^+x) simt+nK .costj] =rr [H+2a.
— —l l $ v j

L-a2=-™2n]

(5)

(6a)

(6b)

<6c)
- -3 3 9

The width of a diffraction spot is conventionally defined by

the interval between the first zeros about the corresponding

principal maximum of Eq. 1:

•S1 <A (t'5-ij< | (i-1,2,3) (7)
i i

Eq. 7 is actually a set of three conditions that must be simultaneously

fulfilled by the variables e,n and K of Eqs. 6a,b and c. The particular

conditions for the wavelength ränge and the angular ranges -Ae

and «fr -A n are obtained by substituting from Eqs.(6a,b and c) into

Eq. _An"~ cot* +
1J1

(8a)

(8b)

Ae = (8c)

The above ragnes will be the observed ones provided there are no

other restrictions on the wavelength ränge. If the spectrum of the

incident radiation is sufficiently broad, An in determined from (Bb)

and the wavelength ränge of the reflected rays can be calculated in

turn from (Ba). If, however, the spectrum of the incident radiation

is narrower one has to substitute for AK in (8a) the actual spectral

ränge of the source. An is determined by (8a) and it becomes less

than predicted by (8b).

Some specific cases will now be considered:

a) All dimcnsions of the crystallite are large, i.e., N.»l for

i= 1,2,3. With very large N. -s one obtains Ae = An= r~= 0; the
l K

reflected beam has no angular divergence and it is monochromatic.

b) N, is small but N and N are large enough so that (8b) and

AK
(Ba) yield An = 0 and ;— = 0. There will be an angular divergence

2\

due to AE = -z-—*- (Sc) . On a photographic plate perpendicularly to
A3

the incident beam there will be broadening in the direction

perpendicular to the line containing the central spot and the diffraction

spot in question ("lateral broadening"), Each broadened spot is made

by monochromatic radiation of wavelength X , satisfying the Bragg
9

condition.

c} N_ is small but N, and N, are larger enough to yield

(9)

AE = 0 (10)

The third condition is given by (8b) , An =j- s^T.tl

(6a) yields a one-to one correspondence between the wave

-In this case
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number k +K and the reflexion angle 2<J)+T| ;

K . n
= 0

This can be also written äs

(11)

H-U +iX) = 2a.sin
tf .L

This is the Bragg equation for the reflexion angle 2$+n with the

wavelength . It should be noted that notwithstanding this the, .

angle of incidence is $ .

Equation 11 can be solved for any n within the interval An äs

given by (ßb) provided the corresponding K (äs calculated from (10))

is within the spectral ränge AK of the primary radiation. Otherwise
ü

AK will delimit the possible values of K and thus of n äs well.
D

The reflected beam diverges by the angle An within the plane

containing Ŝ  and s ; an. a photographic plate perpendicular to the

incident beam there will be broadening along the line connecting the

spot in question with the centraL spot ("longitudinal" or "radial"

broadening) . Every ray within this broadened pencil is of a single

wavelength ^,+^- . This is the case depicted in the lower part of

Fig. 1.

d) If N is small but K and N are large enough then

= An = Q and satisfies

A A AK _

HN,

There will be no broadening in this case, but the reflected beara is

polychromatic äs given by the above equation. This is the case of the

upper part of Fig. 1. Note, however, that now the number of reflecting

planes is small. With such a habit and orientation one would observe

the conventional anguLar broadening on powder or oscillation

photographs using monochromatic radiation.
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Of the cases listed above, "c" is the most interesting one.

In principle, Eq. (8b) yields the crystal thickness A_ . $ and An

are readily mcasured from the geornetry; to f ind X further information

is necessary. This can be obtained by using a suitable absorption

fi l ter . The absorption edge of such a filter causes a cut off to

appear on radial streaks at a radial distance corresponding by the

scattering angle 2<£+n ; n i in t u rn r i s given by the Bragg equation 11'.

Thus a dark ring will cut off the radial streaks. This "eclipsed

Debye-Scherrer circle" may also be observed äs a result of the

absorption edge of an element of the material investigated. In these

cases the eclipse fades out towards the center äs the absorption

coef f i c i en t decreases ( F i g . 4 ) . Bromine and s i l v e r conta ined in the photographic

emulsion may also generate such circles, but in these cases the

eclipse fades out away from the center {F ig .5 ) .

The "negative circle" will be sharply defined and the streaks cut

off abruptly if conditions "c" ( N ? small but N, and N, large) prevail.

The edge of the circle will be less sharp if rr cannot be

neglected in (8a) , i.e., if the number of the reflecting planes also

becomes small. On the other hand, if N. and N, are small but N large

the radial streaks will be broadened l a t e r a l l y because of the non-regl i a i b l e

value of Ae obtained from ( 6 c ) .

It should also be noted that if the radiation source includes

wavelengths appropriate for higher-order reflexions äs well, streaky

reflections not interrupted by the absorption edge will be superimposed

on the raain pattern.



3, Experlmental. Sol id xenon and krypton samplas were Condensed upon a

cooled beryl l lum wlndow. The wlndow was part of an Inner closed cell

Jocated In a vacu'jn cryostat. Thls arrangement enabled the Investlgatlon

of samples at tenperatures up to the ylclnlty of thelr melllng potnt not-

wlthstcindlng the very hich vapour pressures. Whlte radtatlon fron The

DESY electron Synchrotron, run typIcaMy at 7. lGeV and at a current of

6 to 8mA, emerged from the beamline through a beryl l lum wlndow Into a

[,5m a(r path, passed through the entrance wlndow of the cryostat and

that of the Inner cell tboth rrylar, 5Q\iir. th lck). The dlf fraded radla-

tlon had to pass the cocled ße rear wlndow of the cell and the inylar rear

wlndow (fJOym thlck) of the cryostat before reachlng elther a Do|aroid f i l m

or a nuclear plate (25v;m or 50ym eiulslon) held perpendicj larly to the

Incldent bearn at a dlstance of 10 to 20cm from the sample. The geotietry

was sjch that reflexlons at angles 2$<4C could De recortfed. The dlameter

of the cross sectlon of the Incldent beam utl l lzed was about 0.5mm.

Exposure tlme varled between a few tens of seconds to a few m l nutes.

Flgs 2 and 3 refer to the same xenon sample, deposlted at about 9C K

and heated up gradually. Thelr behavlour Is typlcal for all the samples

(about 6) [nvestlgated; a detat led cescrlptlon of the crysta-1 growth and

recrystall[satlon w i l l be publlshed separataly. At the [owest te-npera-

tures only very blurred Cebye-Scherrcr halos are seen. Fig. 2 was ob-

talned when slncle crysta] reflexlons just started to appear, at abojt

140 K. The diffraction pattern conslsts of very many smal l spots and

severat lange and broad radial streaks C"comets").
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The very large numbeF of smalt spots Indlcate that the Incldent beam

encompassed many crystaliltes. 1t should be noted that most of the small

spots are also elongated radial iy; careful Inspectlon of the original

photograp.h.s reveals that latern! broadenlng |s also present*. The Spots

are, on the whrje, more elongated near the centre than at large scatterlng

angles. Th|s 1s In f ü l l accord with the predlcttons of Eq. 8b - the slmj

factor in the denorninator erhances the ejongatlon at small sngles.

Eqjat jons ob, along wl th Öc, also served to estlmate the slze of the

crysta! l i tes; It was found that typicaEly A_=A ~0. lym. The s l n $ factor

ca^ses t-.e radial broacenlng to be more pronounced than the lateral one.

The comct-l lke large streaks are. In fact, conslderably more nurrerous

than It seerns fror the prlntejd reproductlon of the flgure. In the most

pronlrent ones darker l lnes are observed, correspondlng to ec l lpsea Bragg

ref lexEons wi th wavelengths of the xenon or sMver K-edge and d-values of

xenon C I l l ), { 2 0 0 ), ( 2 2 0 ) and C 3 l l ) planes. These suppres-

sed ref lexlons Introduce a wavelengTh scale on the photograph, wlth \-

creaslng frcm tne cer.*re ojtwarcs. |n fact, t.ils scale was1 usea In Inter-

pretlny the smal t spots Csee afcove) äs w e l l . It was found that Doth the

wldth and l ength of the streaks 1s indfcatlve of crystallltes havlng the

dlmenslons A -A *3nm. The comet-like gradual wldenlng of the streaks

wl th the [ncrease of the dlstance from the centre [s fn fül l accord wlth

the prodtct ton of Eq. 8c, taKlnc Into eccount the Increase of the wavelength

Xcf wltn tne Increase of the dlstance from the centre. The high Inter.slty

of soce of the "correts" may be due to we| ] -a | |gned aggregates of the srtiatl

crysta]s, though most photagraphs were more or less over-exposed and, there-

fore, tne Intenslt tes could rot be reüably cornpared.

"Very slmllar spots wero observed by McCormack and Tanner (1978, Flg. Ib)
for f lne graln slllcon steej.
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Summing up, It follows that the sample of Fig. 2 conststed a£ two kinds

of crystallites, of widely differant dimensions: one kind of the typical

dimensions of a few nanometers while the dimensions of the others were of

the order of a hundred nanometers. The distribution of the diffraction

Spots is roughly uniform on the photograph; one may infer that there is no

pronounced preferred orientation.

Fig. 3 represents the same sample at a higher temperature after it

undervent recrystalllsation. It is clearly seen that the number of reflexion

spots decreased considerably. The "coraets" disappeared but the remaining

spots are, on the whole, much more elongated Chan the small spots of Flgure 2.

From their length one infers, according to Bb, that A varies from LO to

20nm; their width yields 10nm<A <100nm. Since we deal with rather sraall

reflexion angles (2<£<15 in this case), the reflecting planes are roughly

parallel to the incident radiation and perpendicular to the beryllium sub-

strate; ehe above results about A and A indicate that many crystals are

platelets ~10nm thick and'lOOnm in their other dimensions, approximately

parallel to the beryllium Substrate. It should also be noted that the

cenCral Spot is surrounded by a dark "shadow1': though the outer lirait of

this eclipsed region is not quite sharply defined, it was found - äs in dozens

of other photographs - that this limit corresponds to the (111) fcc

Bragg reflexion for the wavelength of the xenon absorption edge. Such a clear

"ehadow" can be present only if there is a high degree of preferred orienta-

tion about an axis approximately parallel to the primary beam; otherwise, re-

flexions with smaller d-values and wavelengths considerably below the absorp-

tion edge may appear anywhere within the eclipsed region washing out the edge.
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Obviously, constderable recrystallisation took place between obtaining

Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, involving rearrangement of directions.

The fact that only a few larger crystals were present is seen in Fig. 3

in two more ways: a) In many streaks some internal structure can be dls-

cerned manifested malnly by uneven Intensity distribution. This is probably

due to low-angle grain boundaries withtn the tndividual crystallites;

b) a part of Laue Eone (-100 ) Is seen near the perlphery of the photo-

graph. All reflexions of this zone are due to the same crystal,

Carcful study of Flg. 3 reveals that there are further eclipsed Bragg

reflexions on the photograph, corresponding to other d-values. However,

this effect is much clearer in Flg. 4. It was obtained on «nother »non

saraple. Radial stceaks are evident throughout äs well äs eclipsed reflexions,

I.e., superiroposed dark rings. From the geometry, it was found that in the

angles of ^.TVT the rings satisfy the Bragg condition 2d sinifc =A where
llfh-L tlKJj HKJj xe

X is the K absorption edee (X =Q.3578A) of xenon and HKL refer to the
xe B xe

cubic reflexions U l D,(2 0 0),(2 2 0},(3 l 1} and (3 3 1) respectively

(the last ring is not well reproduced in the enlargement). Measuring the

lengths and wtdths of the streaks reveals, uslng 8b and 8c, that A varies

between 10 and 20mn while A is in most cases of the order of lOOnm.

For the thickest strc?aks, A^20nm_xhe sharp cutoff of the rings is

consistent (through Eq. Sa) with this estimate of the crystal breadths. In

this case, the existence of preferred orientation is even more obvious than

in Flg. 3; äs all the reflecting planes belong to the [l l öl zone, it follows

that this axis is roughly parallel to the Incldent beam and perpendicular to

the Substrate. Incidentally, the fact that this is the preferred orientation
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precludes attributing the streaks to one-dimensional atacking diaorder of

( 1 1 1 ) planes.

In Flg. 5, a siroilar diffraction pattern is preaented for krypton

crystallites. In this case, three dark rings are observed, corresponding to

( 1 11) reflexlons of fcc krypton eclipsed by the Ag, Kr and Br

K-absorption edgea and a furcher ring due to the ( 2 0 0 ) krypton reflexlon

eclipsed due tu tlie Kr K-edge, The Ag and Br ecllpaes fade out from the

centre outwards, äs expected, uhile the Kr eclipaes behave äs those due to

Xe In Figa. 2, 3 and 4. Measuririg the streak dimensions revealed thac, in

rnoat casea, all dimensions of the crystallites are leas than lOnm.

A counterexarople for the above presented patterna appears in Fig. 6.

This refers to a xenon sample fwo or three minutes before its total dis-

appearance due to sublination. Streaks appear in thia case äs well; but

they are not straight äs in the previous cases, but curved like the central

portion of an oscillation photograph obtained by white radlation. In fact,

subliming solid xenon samples very often are seen to vibrate in thelr con-

talnec, when heated from the outslde, due co pertodic Variation of the

thermal contact with the walls.

4. Conclusiona.

X-ray topography by aynchrotron radiation has been established äs a

simple and fast method for the asseasment of various crystal defects

(Tanner, 1977). It can also conveniently serve for the study of changes

of ehe crystal eize, structure, and habit during crystallisation and re-

crystallisation (McConnack and Tanner, 1978;Steinberger, Kaiman and Bordas,

1977). In the present work, it has been demonatrated that when the crystal

-13-

dimensions are much too small for topography, these dimensions can be

estimated frora analysing the radial and lateral broadening of the dif-

fraction spots. In thia way crystal dimensions of a feu nanometers were

found in the present work, The method may conveniently aerve for graln

size dlstribution studies in polycrystalline samples of almost any elenent

or compound, The samples do not have to be thinned down äs for tranamiseion

electron microscopy, Because of the simple expetimental setup and short

expoaure tlmes needed, the method is also applicable to "in situ" studies

of crystallisation and recryatallisation.
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